Ready, Vet Go! teaches children the importance of pet ownership and care. In this kid-sized veterinary clinic, families can play and learn the role of veterinarian, groomer, trainer and pet owner. Kids come in, put on their vet coat and stethoscope, grab the clip board and use x-rays and real “instruments” to restore their animal back to health.

**KEY WORDS**
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- Emergency

**LEARNING ACTIVITIES**

Ask your preschooler to **SORT** the animals into two groups: cats and dogs. Within each group, try to sort them by color or size. (Math + Cognition)

Using the check-in desk, **IMAGINE** that you are the patient and your preschooler is the receptionist. **PARTICIPATE** in the check-in procedures ad practice talking on the phone, speaking politely and waiting patiently. What kind of emotions would a patient feel at the doctors office? (Language + Social Emotional)

**EARLY LEARNING STANDARDS**

Sample of:

S.p.4.5: Understands and is able to explain why plants and animals need air, food and water.

CL.SL. p4.3 : Uses some basic spatial (e.g., front/back/top/bottom) and temporal (e.g., rst/last, before/after) concepts to describe familiar people, places, things and events.

CL.LS.p4.1 : Demonstrates an emerging command of the conventions of standard english grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

Click HERE to review all Kansas and Missouri Learning Standards